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1. Introduction

Figure 1. Rig and rig operators

Offshore oil rigs are currently a high human throughput industry where tasks of varying
complexity such as drilling for oil/gas wells to simple flow control and inspections checks
require human operator presence. The work conditions on offshore rigs are challenging where
the riggers are required to live on an isolated platform for extended periods of time and take care
of tedious and high stake operations. These work requirements can present profound physical
and mental challenges to the personnel. And, this presents a unique opportunity for field robotics
to develop a solution to take care of some of the taks and help reduce human labor load from
offshore rigs.



Figure 2. ANYmal robot (left)  and Robo Rigger  (right)

Recently, the ANYmal robotics team successfully deployed the ANYmal robot to perform
inspection tasks on an offshore rig. The robot can autonomously walk around the rig and perform
inspection tasks, if it detects a problem then that information is conveyed to the control center
and a human operator takes care of performing the required maintenance task. This by itself is a
huge step forward in reducing the human effort in performing tedious inspection tasks and also
mitigates human error.

This project presents a robotic solution which is capable of performing offshore rig maintenance
tasks in addition to inspection. The robot control architecture is designed with a human in the
loop concept which helps solve the decision making uncertainty associated with versatile field
robots. The robot is capable of being haptically operated by a remote operator which allows for
the offshore rig to be operated by control centers located on the mainland. This will help reduce
the number of personnel required to be physically present on the offshore rig and provide better
work life balance for a large number of riggers who can instead be located on the ground units
and also allow its efficient operation.



2. Final Implementation

2.1  World setup

Figure 3. SAI world environment

For the purpose of this project, the simulation world is populated with objects that would most
likely be found on an offshore platform. The two main objects are a control box and a pipe
(shown in red boxes) with flow control valve. These are two objects that our robot interacts with.
The control box has buttons that are modeled as prismatic joints to simulate button pressing.
And, the flow control valve is modeled as a revolute joint which can be turned by the robot.

The scene is also populated by other objects such as a first aid kit, a fire extinguisher and an axe.
An image is used as a background showing a different room and another image showing the
outside view.



2.2  Robot setup

Figure 4. Robo Rigger in SAI simulation

The robot has four main components: mobile base, mobile head, KUKA iiwa arms, and Robotiq
grippers. The mobile base has two degrees of freedom: prismatic along the forward direction and
yaw about the central axis. Mobile head has two degrees of freedom: prismatic along the z
direction (up/down motion) and yaw about the central axis. The robot has a left and right arm
using KUKA iiwa arms which is a seven degrees of freedom revolute arm. Finally, the end
effector of each arm is a one degree of freedom Robotiq gripper.

Collision Mesh:

In order to simplify the collision restitution, for the robot collision is only enabled for the gripper
and for the environment it is only enabled for the button and the valve. The collision mesh for
the gripper base and fingers are modeled as separate boxes.



Figure 5. Gripper (top)  and valve (bottom)  collision meshes



2.3 State machine

Figure 6. State machine of Robo Rigger

Figure 6 shows the complete state machine of the project. There are 16 different states in total
and they can be mainly divided into the two tasks: one is pressing buttons on a control panel and
the other is opening a valve by rotating one full cycle.

For the first task, the robot starts from rest and moves to the control panel. As the robot reaches
the desired position, it stretches its arms out toward the control panel and presses several buttons
in series. Then, the robot folds back its arms to the original configuration and returns to the
standby location.

For the second task, the robot first moves to the valve location, raises its head to reach the height
of the valve, and positions the arms to the grasping points. As they reach the points, the grippers
then grasp the valve and the arms rotate clockwise to open the valve. Also, this state machine
was designed such that the robot would continuously re-grasp and rotate the valve multiple times
until the valve is rotated full 360 degrees in the clockwise direction. Finally, the robot folds its
arms, lowers its head and moves to the final destination.



In terms of the actual implementation in the code, each state is written as a separate function and
has the desired positions or a goal for each part of the robot. At the end of each state function, it
validates if the robot’s configuration meets its goal to determine to switch to the next state. One
thing to note is that to determine the next state after a state being called by various other states
(e.g. ARM_PREPARE and  ARM_FOLD_BACK), we track the previous state and count the
number of the states being called.

2.4. Control

2.4.1. Navigation controller:



2.4.2. Arm controller:

Since Robo Rigger is essentially a robot constructed out of several smaller robots (e.g. mobile
base, KUKA IIWA arms, grippers, etc.), we designed different controllers to control different
parts of the robot separately. For the navigation/base controller, we used joint space control on all
joints of the robot. The base joints are set to their respective desired values while all other joints
are fixed at the current positions. Similarly, the head controller and gripper controller are
implemented in the same fashion. The control equations are shown above, but it should be noted
that for the actual implementation, the pre-implemented Sai2Primitives functions were used
instead of explicitly defining the control laws. For the arm controller, the operational space
controller was used for the end effector position and orientation control with dynamic decoupling
and null space projection. Since arm movement can affect other joints of the robot, we needed to
apply torques to other joints to keep them stationary. To do that, we used joint space control to
keep all other joints fixed.



2.4.4. Rotation trajectory:

After the grippers close onto the valve, the end effectors of the two arms follow the rotation
trajectories to turn the valve open. The equations of the trajectories are shown above. The arms
are rotated about the y-axis, in the world frame. The center of rotation is the center of the valve
and the radius of rotation is the valve radius. and are determined using the timer,θ
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frequency of rotation, initial grasping angle and the angle of a single turn, which are set to 60°.

2.4.5. Re-grasping:

In order for the robot to grasp and rotate the valve multiple times, we designed two other states:
ARM_RETRIEVE and ARM_REPOSITION. ARM_RETRIEVE has the robot move its arms
away from the valve towards the body to prepare for the next grasp. ARM_REPOSITION makes
the robot extend its arms to reach the grasping spot (same for every grasp). The two states both
make use of the arm controller detailed in the previous section but with different desired end
effector positions. It should be noted that all arm controllers for the valve task express the end
effectors in the task frame (with respect to the robot base) so that it’s easier to determine the
desired end effector positions. We also designed functions to perform conversion from the task
frame to the world frame, as well as the other way around.



3. Challenges

3.1. Controller

The main challenge for this project was to control the mobile based robot with a rotational head
and two multilink robot arms. Using joint space control would be the best option to move the
entire robot while keeping the arms stationary. However, to control the two arms and the head,
using operational space control was inevitable.

The first method we tried was building a single controller by merging the two control methods.
However, there were bugs which we could not figure out. We were not able to successfully
achieve the expected behavior of the robot. For this reason, we built two separate controllers to
use them for different setups.

One was built as a simple joint space controller for the whole-body of the robot, as explained in
2.4.1. This controller was used for the states in which cases some body parts needed to be
stationary or a specific configuration was required.

The other one was built with chains of operational space controllers as shown in figure 7.

N_prec.setIdentity();
posori_task_base->updateTaskModel(N_prec);
posori_task_base->computeTorques(posori_task_torques_base);

N_prec_posori_task_head = posori_task_base->_N;
posori_task_head->updateTaskModel(N_prec_posori_task_head);
posori_task_head->computeTorques(posori_task_torques_head);

N_prec_posori_task_armL = posori_task_head->_N;
posori_task_armL->updateTaskModel(N_prec_posori_task_armL);
posori_task_armL->computeTorques(posori_task_torques_armL);

N_prec_posori_task_armR = posori_task_armL->_N;
posori_task_armR->updateTaskModel(N_prec_posori_task_armR);
posori_task_armR->computeTorques(posori_task_torques_armR);

N_prec_joint_task_wholebody = posori_task_armR->_N;
joint_task_wholebody->updateTaskModel(N_prec_joint_task_wholebody);
joint_task_wholebody->computeTorques(joint_task_torques_wholebody);

Figure 7. Operational space controller

This controller was mainly used to control the end-effectors of the two arms separately. Also in
this controller, the joint space task, which was already built in the first controller, was utilized to
maintain the joint configuration.



3.2. Robot position update issue

There was an issue which set the position of the robot back to that of the robot in a previous
state.

This bug was due to the two separate controllers which was mentioned in the 3.1. For some
states, only the joint task (JointTask) object was used, and for the other both the joint task object
and task space (PosOriTask) object. While the state machine was running and when it reached
the state that did not use the PosOriTask object, the positions of the robot in the PosOriTask
object were not updated and kept the robot’s position of the previous state. Accordingly, when it
reached the next state that used the PosOriTask object, there would be a gap between the actual
position of the robot and the position recorded in the PosOriTask object.

This problem was resolved by reinitializing every JointTask and PosOriTask object at the
beginning of every state.

3.2  Collision mesh of the valve

At the beginning, the collision mesh for the valve was set as the same obj mesh as the visual
mesh. This led the SAI controller to crash.

The problem was due to the high resolution mesh of the valve. Since the valve had a round
shape, the mesh triangles were very small. Accordingly when the robot gripper grasped the
valve, the gripper made contacts with multiple meshes on the valve collision mesh. This caused
the program to crash.

Figure 8. (left) the original collision mesh of the valve and (right) the new

As a resolution, the valve’s collision mesh was recreated in a simple geometrical shape as shown
in figure 8.



3.3 Reference frame

Figure 9. Reference frames of the world (bottom), the robot head (middle), and the right arm(top)

The two main tasks of the robot in the project were handling the control panel and opening the
valve by rotating. For this purpose, it was necessary to know the position and the orientation of
the two arms’ end-effectors with respect to the robot head. However, there were no built-in
functions that would do such a calculation. For our convenience, several help functions were
implemented, which convert the position and orientation of a certain object with respect to the
other certain object in the world.

3.4. Dynamic objects

To simulate the actual valve, the friction had to be implemented to the virtual valve. To avoid the
valve to be rotating freely, the valve was set as a “robot” in the world and assigned kp and kv. By
setting the desired velocity of the valve as 0, the resistance force could mimic the friction and
keep the valve stable.



4. Future Work

4.1 Haptic Controller

We can use haptic device (Falcon or Omega) to control arms and grippers, in the current
implementation Robo Rigger follows preset maneuvers to operate the valve, a haptic would
unable teleoperation which could allow the robot to perform custom task commanded by remote
operator which would be a handy feature to add to Robo Rigger

4. 2 Use force feedback to update desired EE position

Currently we are not measuring the force the robot is applying to objects that it grasps; this could
become problematic especially when grasping fragile objects. Integrating a force sensor to the
EE would not only allow us to measure the force we are applying to objects, but it could also be
used to control the EE position in a much better fashion by incorporating the force sensor
feedback in the EE control algorithm.

4.3 Navigation

Path planning algorithms:

In this project we implemented a simple PD controller for moving around Robo Rigger base,
which works fine for most of the tasks it needs to accomplish. The issue with a simple PD
navigation controller is that the path computed is not always the optimal one, and it becomes
complicated to compute a complex path. With a path planning algorithm, we can generate
complex paths by also optimizing for specific application requirements such as path minimizing
turning points or using minimum velocity.

Potential field algorithms to achieve dynamic obstacle avoidance:

The implementation we did does not means to avoid obstacles since we build our simulation
world without obstacles in our path. We know that paths in the real world are far from clear of
obstacles, the artificial potential field would enable Robo Rigger to navigate complex terrain and
environment by also avoiding either static or dynamic obstacles as long as we have a field
between the robot and the specific obstacle we want or object we want to avoid.



4.4 Mode Selection

For now, if our algorithm was uploaded in a real-world robot, the robot would run the algorithm
as soon as it is powered and stop at the last task. We think adding a mode selection would be
more beneficial since it would segregate the algorithm into different independent tasks not bound
together by the algorithm state machine. For example, pressing a button to start the robot or
commanding the robot to open the valve could be done by changing the mode instead of
uploading a new code to the robot.



5. Conclusion

In this project we applied different control techniques we learned in class to a complex problem
of controlling either a single robot or multiple robots simultaneously since parts of the Robo
rigger are individual robots. This project helped us internalize abstract concepts such frame
assignments, null spaces, posture control etc., which become clear during implementation of the
project. The point driven home with this project is how crucial the simulation is in developing
engineering projects. From building the world environment, to building the Robo rigger,
simulation gave us the power to test a whole range of ideas in particular state machine algorithms
and controllers without the having a physical robot or running the risk of breaking the robot or
harming an operator working with that robot if it happened to be a robot in real world. This is
very powerful as it enables us to develop world ready algorithms at no cost.
As mentioned, in future work we believe that the project could be improved by incorporating
additional sensors, such as a haptic controller and force sensor, which could enable Robo rigger
to perform additional tasks and improve its accuracy, in addition to that the navigation could be
improved with a more robust algorithm and additional sensors like LiDAR which could allow
Robo rigger to navigate complex environment including real world terrain.


